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S

eptember farewells the summer time and welcomes the
autumn. Different from what we were used to, this year the
month of September opens the door to an unpredictable final
quarter of the year. We will have to adjust our habits, and now the
floor is yours to decide what to do; you can decide to take advantage
of indoor plans or sunset walks to see leaves falling down from
trees that want to sleep until next spring season. There is always
an inherent positive attitude in all of us towards a seasonal change
that should be boosted despite life’s daily constraints.
Keeping in mind that we will have more time available, it would be
the perfect moment to follow the five-hour rule: invest five hours a
week, or only one hour per working day, to learn something new to
improve your knowledge. The most important thing is to find the
moment, to be consistent, and to remember being well organized.
Like a compass pointing at a specific direction, visualize
yourself where you want to be rather than where you are at.
Your future will have no limits!
María José Tezanos Bustamante
Community Event & Communication Management
SHAPE Morale & Welfare Branch
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9/11

NATO
remembers
9/11 terrorist attacks on
the United States with
solemn ceremony

A

ceremony
was
held
at
NATO
Headquarters in Brussels on Friday
(11 September 2020) to mark the 19 th
anniversary of the 2001 terrorist attacks on the
United States.
Secretary
General
Jens
Stoltenberg,
US
Permanent Representative to NATO Kay Bailey
Hutchison, members of the North Atlantic
Council, and NATO’s diplomatic and military
community took part in the act of remembrance.
Speaking at the Article 5 and 9/11 Memorial at
NATO Headquarters, which consists of a twisted
piece of the Twin Towers, the Secretary General
paid tribute to the nearly 3,000 men and women
who lost their lives in the terrorist attacks.

“

We remember the suffering and the
loss, the bravery of those who put
their life on the line to save others,
and the solidarity that emerged
from the wreckage.

“

By NATO-OTAN Public Affairs Office

Just hours after the attack, we
invoked for the first time NATO’s
collective defence clause, Article 5
of our founding treaty.

The attacks were on US soil but
we were all hit. We stood with our
American
Ally and we responded together to
terrorism.
Said NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg

www.shape2day.com
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To honour the victims of the 9/11 attacks and
the sacrifices of service members since, flags
flew at half-staff at NATO Headquarters, as
well as at Allied Command Operations in Mons,
Belgium, and at Allied Command Transformation
in Norfolk, Virginia.
The ceremony at NATO Headquarters concluded
with a moment of silence at 14:46, the exact
minute of the first attack on the North Tower
of the World Trade Center in New York nineteen
years ago.

4
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On the start of the Afghanistan peace negotiations,
Mr. Stoltenberg said:

“

This is no guarantee for lasting peace
but it is an historic opportunity we
must all seize.

“

Mr. Stoltenberg recalled that NATO went into
Afghanistan after the attacks to ensure that
the country could never again become a safe
haven for terrorists. He paid tribute to NATO
and partner troops, the Afghan security forces,
and the people of Afghanistan. The Secretary
General underlined that as part of the Afghan
peace process, NATO is adjusting its military
presence on the ground while at the same time
continuing its training mission.

Through Afghan-led and Afghan-owned
peace talks, Afghans can shape their
own future.

These talks must preserve the gains
made in the last two decades – for
women and children, for justice and
freedom, and for the safety and
security of all.

military news

Feast of Sacrifice 2020 and
Celebrations in SHAPE
By İrfan ERARSLAN, SGM, OR-9

F

east of Sacrifice or “Kurban Bayramı” in
Turkish also known as “Eid al-Adha” was
celebrated by the Muslim communities
throughout the world between 31 July and 03
August 2020.
The Turkish NMR arranged a gathering on 30 July
2020 to celebrate the Feast for the both Turkish
military and civilian personnel working at SHAPE.
Also, the officers and non-commissioned officers,
whose term of office would end and the new NMR
personnel who would assume their responsibilities
were remembered.
The gathering took place in the open area in front
of the SHAPE HQ under the COVID-19 restrictions
and started with a speech by the TUR NMR Major
General Rasim YALDIZ.

In his speech, he emphasized the meaning of
the day, importance of remembering the family
members and elders who live at home. He
also congratulated the feast of the Ghazi’s and
martyr’s families. The founder of Turkey Ghazi
Mustafa Kemal ATATURK and his comrades in
arms was also commemorated.
In the continuation of his speech Maj. General
YALDIZ conveyed his appreciation to the
personnel who would be leaving SHAPE, for their
service and the support delivered to NATO. He
also welcomed to the new members of the Turkish
community in SHAPE. Following his speech, he
congratulated all Turkish personnel individually.
Unlike the previous years, family members
couldn’t be able to attend this gathering due to
the COVID restrictions.

www.shape2day.com
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Meaning of the Feast of Sacrifice
The Feast of Sacrifice is a religious festival that is
celebrated by Muslims around the world lasting
for four days. It is one of the two important feasts
of the Islamic religion and comes about 70 days
after the Ramadan Feast. It is a worship that
has various benefits for the individuals and the
societies involved.
By sacrificing a Kurban, Muslims submits to God's
command and vividly demonstrates that he
preserves his consciousness of devotion. People
are commemorating the event when the Prophet
Ibrahim (Abraham) wanted to show obedience to
God by agreeing to sacrifice his son.
However, when he tried to sacrifice his son, God
sent him a ram to sacrifice in his sons place.
Muslims in every Sacrifice Feast reaffirm the
successful test of Abraham and his son Ismael
about absolute obedience to the command of
God and show that they are ready for a similar
obedience.

It also helps the poor to thank God through wealthy
servants, to save himself from pessimism and
hostility about the distribution of world blessings
on earth and to feel himself as a member of his
society.

Kurban Feast Traditions in Turkey
Traditionally, on the first day of the Sacrifice Feast
in Turkey, men of each family go to a mosque for
a special morning prayer. Then the sacrifice ritual
begins. In some regions of the Turkey, people
paint the sacrificial animal with henna and adorn
it with ribbons. Families share about two-thirds of
the animal’s meat with relatives and neighbors,
and they traditionally give one-third to people
who are in need.
Wearing the best outfits during the Sacrifice
Feast and sharing the special homemade Turkish
foods and the sacrificed animal meats reflects the
natural community spirit of Turkish people. They
welcome guests to their homes or visit relatives
and friends during the holiday.
Many people in Turkey reserve the first day of the

Social and Individual Benefits of the feast for visiting their relatives. Young people greet
Kurban Feast
their older relatives and neighbors by kissing their

6

The Kurban keeps the spirit of brotherhood and
solidarity alive in society and contributes to the
realization of social justice. It is possible to see
this role more prominently in environments where
it is very difficult or impossible for the poor to buy
meat.

hands as a sign of respect. Pocket money also
given to the children by the elders.

Kurban gives an individual pleasure and habit of
spending his wealthy goods in the way of God's
consent, helping and sharing with people who
are in need, and it saves believers from stinginess
and passion for worldly goods.

In Summary, the Feast of Sacrifice is a fourday religious holiday that supports the unity and
solidarity in Islamic communities by giving the
opportunity to aid the people in need and the
relevance of their souls.

SCL

Cologne, candies and especially Turkish
homemade traditional desserts such as Baklava
and Kadayıf are the indispensable part of this
feast to offer to the guests.

Turkish Victory & Armed Forces Day

By Ersin “Coach” KOCOGLU, OF-3, TUR AF

V

ictory Day (Turkish: Zafer Bayramı) also known
as Armed Forces Day is a national holiday that
is currently celebrated in Turkey on August 30th
in commemoration of the victory of the 1922 Battle
of Dumlupınar in the Turkish War of Independence.
It was first celebrated on 30th August 1923 and has
been celebrated as an official national day since
1935. This year, the 98th anniversary of Victory Day
is celebrated across Turkey and is a celebration of the
Turkish Armed Forces as well.
August 30th was and still is the day of their graduation
ceremonies of all military schools in Turkey. The
main celebration is held at Anıtkabir (the mausoleum
of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk) in the capital city Ankara,
where the President of Turkey leads officials in laying
wreaths and then delivers a speech. All military
promotions are granted on this day, while parades
are held in major cities across the country.

In the evening, nation-wide concerts are held in
major cities to honour the men and women of the
Armed Forces. This year however, military parades,
concerts and even aerobatic demonstrations of
selected high schools were cancelled due to the
measures taken against the COVID-19 outbreak.
At SHAPE with respect to current COVID-19
precautions, the Turkish NMR held a military
badge-pinning ceremony on 28th August 2020. The
ceremony began with an one minute silence, which
gave TUR NMR personnel the opportunity to pause
and reflect, remembering the lives lost and sacrifices
made in wartime.
Having read the order of promotions, the new
ranks were issued to the newly promoted 13
Turkish officers and 2 NCOs by Major General Rasim
YALDIZ. During the promotion ceremony, the
Turkish community at SHAPE was briefed about
the importance of this day for Turkish history and
Turkish People.
This collective assembly also held the opportunity
of expressing the seriousness of COVID-19 impacts
and highlighted the importance of the regulations
that needs to be followed strictly.
www.shape2day.com
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A representative from Citroën - Peugeot will be in the Display Room
located in the Commercial Area Bldg. 504 (next to the SHAPE Optical)
on 24 September

Comfort class
SUV.

New CITROËN
C5 AIRCROSS SUV
Suspension with progressive Hydraulic Cushions®
3 same-width independent rear seats
grip Control with Hill descent Assist
Record boot volume up to 720 l
Advanced Comfort Seats
eAT8 automatic gearbox
20 driving aids

COmbINed CONSUmpTIONS (l/100 km): fROm 3,8 TO 7,2. CO2 emISSIONS (g/km): fROm 106 TO 132.

ISS/SODEXA OffErS yOu A cOnfIDEntIAl quOtAtIOn, EXcluSIvEly rESErvED fOr DIplOmAtS
INTeRNATIONAl SAleS ANd dIplOmATIC ORgANISATIONS
Your dedicated contact:
Guillaume RocheR: +33 (0)6 18 05 35 51 • guillaume.rocher@mpsa.com
8 SCL
www.psa-ventes-diplomatiques.com

BULGARIAN CHIEF OF DEFENCE
VISITS SHAPE
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

Bulgarian Chief of Defence
Admiral Emil Eftimov visited
Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) on
August 13, 2020 where he met
with SHAPE leadership including
Supreme Allied Commander
Europe (SACEUR) General Tod D.
Wolters and his staff.

D

uring the routine visit,
Admiral
Eftimov
and
SACEUR General Wolters
discussed Bulgaria’s involvement
in Allied military missions and
operations as well as Bulgaria’s
continued commitment to the
NATO.
Admiral
Eftimov
entered
the Bulgarian Navy in 1984
as a Second Lieutenant and
has served across multiple
Joint and national commands
throughout his career including
previous NATO assignments
as both the Deputy Director
then Director of Cooperation
and Regional Security Division,
International Military Staff at
NATO Headquarters in Brussels.
He has held his current position
since April of 2020.
In 2020 Bulgaria celebrated
their 16th anniversary as a NATO
member.
After joining NATO’s Partnership
for Peace in 1994, Bulgaria began
taking the necessary steps to
full membership in 1997 and in
March of 2004 became a fullfledged Allied nation.
They have supported NATO
missions and operations by
deploying troops to Afghanistan,
Iraq and Kosovo and continue to
be critical in supporting security
in the Black Sea while backing
peace and stability in the Balkans.
www.shape2day.com
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A CENTENNIAL
OF THE
POLISH ARMED
FORCES DAY
By Multinational Corps Northeast Public Affairs Office

On

13

August,

Multinational

Headquarters

Corps

Northeast

(HQ MNC NE) celebrated the Polish
Armed Forces Day. This national
holiday is traditionally held on 15
August to commemorate one of
the most spectacular victories of
the Polish Armed Forces – the Battle
of Warsaw, the grand culmination
of the Polish-Russian War in 1920.

O

ne of the most unknown yet
consequential short wars of the 20th
century was the conflict between
the newly-reborn Republic of Poland and
Russia’s Bolshevik regime. Reaching a boiling
point during the summer of 1920, the PolishBolshevik War defined the European order for
two decades to come.
The decisive skirmish of the war came in midAugust 1920, when the two armies clashed in
the Battle of Warsaw.
In those frantic summer days, the Red Army
became outwitted and outflanked and thus,
was forced to what amounted to a general
retreat.
Militarily, the sudden counterattack by which
Marshal Józef Piłsudski, Chief of State and
Supreme Commander – and his lieutenants
split and routed the Bolshevik forces deserves
a place among the tactical masterpieces of
history.
As assessed by historians and military
analysts, the Polish victory brought an end
to a Russian efforts that could have given
the Bolsheviks unfettered access to central
Europe and, therefore, easily thrown the
torch of revolution into the West.
Not surprisingly, it is the 15th of August when
Poles celebrate their Armed Forces Day.

10
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The day’s festivities traditionally includes
military parades, picnics and live music, that
attract whole families who rejoice in the
country’s independence being symbolized so
powerfully by the uniforms of Polish soldiers.
The Battle of Warsaw has shown to the reborn
Republic of Poland that reliable alliances
matter, this fact was highlighted in Lieutenant
General Sławomir Wojciechowski, Commander
MNC NE official address:

“The best friends indeed, are the friends you
have with you, when you charge into the
thick of the fray, unto the breach”
As emphasized by General Wojciechowski:

“Like 100 years ago, the free world of today
is also confronted with competing powers
that seek to test our will, undermine our
confidence, and challenge our interest (...)
to meet the new forms of aggression (...) we
must look at the gallant deeds from the past
and adapt ourselves” because “The relative
peace, that we enjoy together, as allies and
partners does not simply mean no more
sacrifice.”
The scale of the centennial anniversary of the
Battle of Warsaw and the 2020 Armed Forces
Day had to be capped due to the COVID19
pandemic. Yet in a safe manner like many
other institutions and organizations around
Poland, Headquarters Multinational Corps
Northeast honoured those who have served
and fought on the battlefields across the globe
under the Polish flag and congratulated those
who have been identified for distinguished
achievements.

www.shape2day.com
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Cedar Emergency
in Beirut

“Defence humanitarian operation Cedar Emergency in Beirut is a mark of Italy’s
strong brotherly sympathy for the Lebanese People” Defence Minister Lorenzo Guerini said
By Marco FAVETTA, Cap. (OF-2), ITA AF

D

efence Minister Lorenzo Guerin, on a visit to
Lebanon on 24 August, met with the President
of the Lebanese Republic Michel Aoun.
Italian Navy Ship San Giusto, with a cargo of Navy
and Army assets, arrived in Beirut last 23 August.

“The arrival of Navy Ship San Giusto in Beirut
kicks off joint operation “Emergenza Cedri”
(Cedar Emergency), within the frame work
of our National humanitarian commitment:
it is a further mark of Italy and the Italian
Defence’s strong brotherly sympathy for the
Lebanese people at such a difficult time for
that country”
Defence Minister Lorenzo Guerini said on the occasion of the arrival in
Lebanon of the Navy ship San Giusto

Italian assets made available to the Lebanese
Defence Ministry to contribute to repair operations
after the Aug 4 explosion at Beirut harbour and
to fight the COVID-19 pandemic include: over
500 military, 2 ships with helicopters on board;
medical personnel and a field hospital of the same
type used in Italy during the COVID-19 pandemic;
debris-clearing assets; CBRN teams; 1 biocontainment transportation asset; 1 ops team
from Comsubin Scuba Operations Group equipped
with EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal) and CIED
(Counter-Improvised Explosive Device) capabilities;
hydrographic support for survey activities and an
Italian Air Force C-130 aircraft.
The Defence Minister, following the explosion that
ravaged Beirut a few weeks ago and in unison with the
mobilization of the entire International Community,
had from the very beginning made available to the
Civil Protection - in coordination with the Defence
Staff Joint Operations Headquarters- Italian Navy
Ship San Giusto and Defence specialized assets for
the humanitarian and medical support mission.

“The Italian military has ensured its presence
in Lebanon for the last 38 years, putting
themselves in the service of stability and
strengthening security while constantly
guaranteeing the necessary assistance.
Today, this new humanitarian mission
reinforces the historic bond between our two
countries”
The Minister added, underscoring the sensitive work carried our daily by
the approximately 1,200 Italian soldiers deployed with the UNIFIL mission
12
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Fondazione Francesca Rava Nph
Italia Onlus (a major Italian NGO).
Navy Ship Etna sailed off from
Brindisi on August 19, responding
to a request for assistance from
Saint George Hospital, one of
Beirut’s 3 main hospitals, severely
damaged by the explosion.
Electromedical
equipment,
including 2 ultrasound devices
provided by General Electric
Healthcare, medical equipmentsuch as masks and gowns for
medical personnel- and other
kinds of materials to be provided
to the Lebanese people who are
suffering as a consequence of the
explosion and COVID-19.
Navy Ship San Giusto will provide logistical support
to the whole contingent engaged on the spot, until
it will reach full operational capability.
Another ship, Navy Ship Etna also arrived in Beirut,
transported further humanitarian aid thanks to
the cooperation between the Italian Navy and

The provision of defence assets
is a further proof of the projection ability of our
Armed Forces, who are able to intervene in jointly at
very short notice where necessary, away from the
National territory, also in support of those who are
hit by natural disasters or catastrophic events such
as the recent explosion in Beirut.
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ITALY ASSUMES LEAD FOR
BALTIC AIR POLICING
By Allied Air Command Public Affairs Office

On September 1 an advance team of the Italian Air Force Eurofighter detachment took over NATO’s Baltic
Air Policing (BAP) mission from the Spanish Air Force at Šiauliai Air Base, Lithuania.

Colonel Antonio di Matteo, Italian Air Force, received the key to the Baltic Airspace
from Lieutenant Colonel Jesús Gutiérrez Gallego, Spanish Air Force, and Wing
Commander Stu Gwinnutt, Royal Air Force. Photo by Antanas Gedrimas.

D

uring a ceremony at detachment level, the
Colonel Antonio di Matteo, Italian Air Force,
received the key to the Baltic Airspace from
Lieutenant Colonel Jesús Gutiérrez Gallego, Spanish
Air Force, and Wing Commander Stu Gwinnutt,
Royal Air Force, marking the formal handover of
NATO’s peacetime Air Policing mission in the Baltic
States to the 54th rotation.
While Italy will be leading the mission here, the
German Eurofighter detachment will be augmenting
as an enhanced Air Policing nation.

coordinated a temporary arrangement to cover the
three Baltic States with an Air Policing capability.
Flying out of Estonia, the German Air Force
conducted the Baltic Air Policing mission for the
entire region until 8 September, when the Italian Air
Force took up its leading role in Lithuania. NATO
continues to provide seamless and effective Air
Policing safeguarding our Allies Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.

“Allied Air Command via the Combined Air
Operations Centre at Uedem, Germany, are
constantly working with SHAPE to flexibly
manage and assign Allied force contributions
for the Air Policing mission,”

“This is also shown by the readiness of the
Italian and German Air Forces to carry out
the air policing mission in the Baltic region as
planned, despite the coronavirus pandemic. For
our part, we seek to provide our partners with
the best conditions for carrying out the mission
from the Air Force Base in Šiauliai,”

Said U.S. Air Force Brigadier General Andrew Hansen, Deputy
Chief of Staff Operations

Lithuanian Minister of National Defence Raimundas
Karoblis says

“We have a great continuity in this mission
that confirms our Alliance is united securing
the skies and closely cooperating to ensure
deterrence and defence,” he added

Italy is the first Ally to contribute to the defensive
Allied peacetime mission in the Baltic Region for a
whole year.

The Italian fighters have deployed to Lithuania on
September 4 and established their full operational
capability on September 7. NATO and Germany have

14

Spanish, Italian, and British Airmen parade during the handover ceremony.
Photo Antanas Gedrimas
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The Air Force has agreed to execute the 54th, 55th and
56th rotations of the mission besides performing Air
Policing missions at home, over Albania, Slovenia
and Montenegro.

CSEL VISITS
NATO SPECIAL
OPERATIONS
SCHOOL
By SHAPE Public Affairs Office

Allied Command Operations (ACO)
Command Senior Enlisted Leader (CSEL)
Command Sergeant Major Siim Saliste
visited the NATO Special Operations
School (NSOS) located on Chievres Air
Base, September 3, 2020.

D

uring the visit CSM Saliste spoke virtually
with senior enlisted leaders throughout
Allied and partner SOF communities during
the Summit International course, designed to
prepare senior non-commissioned officers to take
further leadership roles in their respective national
militaries and NATO commands. CSM Saliste briefed
students on the dynamics of ACO as well as the
importance of their roles as leaders of the NCO and
junior officer communities and their responsibilities
to their respective commanders.

Thirteen students from 13 different Allied and
partner nations attended the more than 8-week
course. Beginning in 2018, the Summit International
course has been the pinnacle of a series of training
courses each Senior Enlisted Leader (SEL) is required
to attend. The series begin with the Initial Special
Operations Forces Integration Course, then the
Intermediate International Mid-Level Leadership
Course, next the Joint Special Operations Force
Senior Enlisted Academy – hosted exclusively in
the US, ending with the Summit course.

It’s a pleasure to come out here to the school to
meet and engage with this critically important
specialized group of leaders.

This is our first time offering this course one
hundred percent remotely.

In the current climate, with the pandemic,
we have to tailor our trainings to ensure the
safety of our people; this is no easy task but
the leadership at NATO’s Special Operations
School are making strides to ensure that our
troops within the SOF community are getting
the same high quality, high-speed training to
provide them the tools they need to continue
to train and enable their own troops.

The course has gone amazingly well and,
although we are working together remotely,
we are providing exactly the same training and
meeting our targeted goals using this dynamic
format of learning. The one element missing
from in person training is the networking
component, where students have the
opportunity to meet face-to-face, build more
interpersonal connections and learn from each
other’s experiences and cultures.

Said CSM Saliste.

Said Greek Command Sergeant Major V. Trasanis, the course facilitator.

www.shape2day.com
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JAG U A R L AND ROVE R

BEAUTY MEETS PERFORMANCE
Members of NATO Forces receive preferential prices for Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles
through our Military Sales Program.
We supply both brands in RHD and LHD configuration to your countries specification for
all NATO members excluding US Members.
Now at SHAPE every FIRST and THIRD Thursday of the month.
Next to the opticians in the main shopping center car park.
Due the new situation you can only visit the office by appointment at: +31652303151

For further information, please contact:
Peter Thomas, Geilenkirchen, SHAPE / NATO HQ BRUSSELS
+49 (0)2451 636084 • +49 (0)2451 9154232
Mobile +31 652303151 • pete.thomas@grantandgreen.de
16
24
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Allied Command Operations Command Senior Enlisted Leader Command Sergeant Major Siim Saliste briefs students via teleconference
during a visit to NATO’s Special Operations School located on Chievres Air Base, Belgium on September 4, 2020.

NSOS’s mission is to improve interoperability, capability
and effectiveness of Allied and Partner SOF through
precise yet flexible training and education, tailored to
meet the dynamic requirements of NATO's elite special
operations professionals.

NSOS is led by NATO Special Operations
Headquarter (NSHQ).
NSHQ provides strategic SOF advice, synchronizes
NATO special operations activities and enables related
SOF capability development in order to deter potential
peer state and terrorist threats and defend the Alliance.
Their primary missions are to support NATO Operations
and Response Forces, implement the SOF 3C Concept
of competition, crisis and conflict, enable NSHQ
Operations Coordination Centre to increase situational
awareness of national SOF activities across NSHQ
and nations, expand partnership activities and align
education, training and professional development to
priorities.

LAST CHANCE TO GET A

2021 Audi at 2020 Pricing!

Available on select models.* Ask a Sales Representative for details.

militaryautosource.com/audi
MAISIERES (SHAPE) | Rue Grand 189A | B-7020 Maisieres (Mons)
(directly across from Main Gate of SHAPE HQS)
Office: 0476 21 11 6 Cell: 0032 (0) 476 21 11 36
*Offer subject to change at any time on select Audi models and does not include the Q3, Q5 or the Q7. Vehicles shown are for illustration only, and may contain optional equipment available at additional
cost. Program and guarantees are subject to terms and conditions. Offered by Auto Exchange Kaftfahrzeug-Handels GmbH. (AX381)

www.shape2day.com
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SHAPE Field Office - ACCI SHAPE Field Office
Bldg. 101, Room K125
065 44 8809
accisfodistro@shape.nato.int

Keep Your Eye Open
Courtesy of ACCI SHAPE Field Office

When should I call ACCI?

O

ver the past few months the Allied
Command Counterintelligence team has
worked hard to ensure everyone is aware
of things to look out for to keep yourself and
your family safe from adversaries who may want
to know more than they should about our great
community.
However, are you certain that you know when to
reach out to one of ACCI’s agents? Here, we outline
four common examples of times when you will
want to contact a counterintelligence professional
as soon as you can.

However, if you receive a call, text, message or social
media inquiry from a person or number you are
not familiar with, and cannot attribute to another
part of your daily life, contact a counterintelligence
agent to find out it is more than n erroneous
contact.

3.If

you are traveling to St. Petersburg,
Russia.
This fascinating destination has become a
population vacation location, as many Baltic cruise
lines have included the port on their itinerary.

1.Someone you aren’t familiar with is asking

Since then, there have been increased reports of
travelers being heavily questioned or delayed upon
return. If this destination is next on your agenda,
please contact an ACCI agent before you depart.

People move in and out of the SHAPE community
all of the time. Because of this, newcomers and
visitors always have questions. “Where is the
best place to live,” “How often will I travel in my
new position,” or “Is there a large community
of people from my home country?” These are all
normal inquiries anyone may have about a new
posting. However, you are asked by a stranger how
often your spouse travels for work and to specific
places, or if someone asks about access you may
have to important meetings or information, this is
something a counterintelligence agent will want to
discuss further.

4.You were a victim of a significant theft

you more questions about work then they
should.

2.If you have received a call from a suspicious
number outside of normal business.

In an international community such as SHAPE, it is
quite normal to receive calls and texts from many
different nations, as we plan birthday parties, or
schedule meetings.

while traveling.

For most petty theft, make sure you contact the
security services both in the host country and here
at SHAPE.
However, if the theft was abnormal: your passport
was stolen, your hotel room was clearly rifled
through, or your safe was broken into, please
contact ACCI upon your return.
Finally, the adversary is always creating new ways
of attempting to find out more information, than
they are allowed to have.
In general, if you see something in the community
that you deem a threat to the security, contact ACCI.
Allow your counterintelligence professionals to
identify threats and keep you and your family safe.

If you think you need to speak with ACCI, contact us at:
SHAPE Field Office (SFO): Bldg. 101, Room K125
18
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NSN: 423-8809

International Community Military Police
Blg 102, Room 122
065/443333
Eric.belley@shape.nato.int

The More you know...

Can I drive 50 Kilometer per hour (KPH) everywhere on Shape? NO.
By Sgt Eric Belley - IMP Coy Community Police/UoF Coordinator

T

he speed limit on SHAPE in 50 KPH except
where otherwise indicated by signs.
Moreover the school area is one of the
most important places where you must drive
safely and the speed limit is 30 KPH. Also, keep in
mind that 2500 children are going to the school
riding their bike, scooter, skateboard, hoverboard, tricycle, or rollerblades. Please note that
only children under 10 years old are allowed to
ride their bicycle on sidewalks, other users must
operate their bike as per driving regulation on
SHAPE.
Other 30KPH area: 100, 200, 400, 500, 600, 800, 900.
Source: SHAPE Directive TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULATIONS Number 100-001

My child is 12 years old,
should they wear a mask?

YES.

F

ace masks are mandatory for persons age
12 and older. Face masks are mandatory in
the following areas; SHAPE International
School campus (700 area), shopping centre
(500 area), and the Shape Headquarters (100
area). Furthermore, gathering of more than 5
people are not permitted, however, this number
does not include children under 12 years of age.
Shape Military Police will strongly enforce this
regulation with multiple patrols.

Source: COS SHAPE ORDER No. 93 Shape regeneration plans for Covid-19 revision 2

www.shape2day.com
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Renting furniture...
a smart decision!

www.in-lease.com
We provide: furniture, appliances,
kitchenware, lighting, linnen,
garden furniture.
With or without buying option.

At home with ease

20 SCL
Contact:
Marc Hul • marc.hul@in-lease.com • T +32 (0)3 238 74 66 • M +32 (0)475 636 022

Legal News!

By Borja Montes Toscano
LAWFAS Content Manager
ACO Office of Legal Affairs

use of human
shields in
armed conflict
Online meeting with IDC Herzliya

L

ast Tuesday 15th September, ACO Office of
Legal Affairs (OLA) held an online talk with
the Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya on
a report drafted by students on the use of human
shields in armed conflict.
The talk happened under the legal clinic framework
cooperation that ACO OLA and IDC hold since
April 2019: ACO OLA and IDC have been closely
cooperating on different matters of interest and have
exchanged common enriching views both for scholars
and practitioners.
One of the main pillars of the paralegal online service
LAWFAS is the Legal Clinic, which (together with the
SHAPE Fellowship Programme) is aimed to enhancing
academic cooperation with Universities in order to
enable NATO (and ACO) Legal Advisors to build better
legal advice before the Command Group. On the IDC
side, the meeting counted with the presence of the
report’s coordinator Prof. Adv. Yael Vias Gvirsman.
On the NATO side, Mr. Andrés Muñoz Mosquera (ACO
OLA Director), Brigadier General Pavel Kriz (Senior
Legal Advisor), Colonel Nathalie Durhin (Chief of the
Operational Law Branch at ACO OLA), Mr. Rodrigo
Vázquez Benítez and Ms. Paula Camacho Aguilera
(ACO OLA/SHAPE Office of Historical Advisor) and
Giovanni Medici Tornaquinci (Legal Intern at ACO
OLA) were present at the online meeting.
IDC students reviewed the historical developments on
the prohibition of the use of human shields in armed
conflict as well as examined the gaps within IHL and
the challenges imposed by the modern as well as
future battlefields. The report dealt with different case
law from International Criminal Tribunals (ICTY, ICC,
Nuremberg…) as well as from national level that shed
a light on concepts such as voluntary/involuntary
human shielding, proof of intent, direct participation

in hostilities as well as proportionality assessments…
etc. In addition, inconsistencies and challenges in
the current international legal framework were
reported such as the differences on this field between
International and Non-International Armed Conflicts,
whether to consider human shielding as ‘grave breach’
compared to the violation of other IHL principles as
well as urban and asymmetric warfare.
The report also proposed some recommendations
such as the change of interpretation of the existing
IHL proportionality formula as well as to take into
account different tests and doctrines such as ‘the
harm within risk’ test or use the logic of criminal and
tort laws to redraft IHL and to adjust the distribution
of culpability and discourage the use of human shields
in armed conflicts.
During the meeting, NATO experts stressed on the
need that States should urgently address this issue in
a binding international conventional instrument: Last
year SACEUR already informed the Allies through
NATO Secretary General on the challenges that this
problem poses to NATO allies and the need to take
further actions in complex hybrid scenarios (e.g. fight
against terrorism, legal operations…) Students enjoyed
the exchange of fruitful ideas and discussions with
Alliance’s experts.
ACO OLA warmly welcomes these academic
discussions to better understand legal concerns of
a living entity as NATO is and to spread-out its legal
knowledge and expertise among students and scholars.
Hybrid Warfare and Gray Zone environments
have come to stay: the interaction between NATO’s
institutionalisation and legal operations will be
fundamental in order to provide the leadership with
accurate advice, and help them to design effective
deterrence and defence postures.
www.shape2day.com
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By Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

SHAPE International Band
22
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T

he SHAPE International Band is a joint-service, international military band comprised of
twenty musicians representing NATO member nations, dedicated to performing in support of
SHAPE, SACEUR, and the NATO Alliance.

To mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the SHAPE International Band has temporarily postponed all
upcoming public performances for the foreseeable future. However, as operations slowly resume, we are
once again performing for official functions – some of which are featured here.

Small Ceremonies

t SACEUR General Tod D. Wolters, left,

and Bulgarian Chief of Defence Admiral
Emil Eftimov, centre-left, render a salute
during the playing of the Bulgarian
National Anthem. Photo credit: Corporal
Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

We are very grateful for the opportunity
to continue to support our community
in official functions.
Distinguished visitors from NATO
member and partner countries continue
to visit with Supreme Allied Commander
Europe (SACEUR) General Tod D.
Wolters, and we are there to welcome
them.
On August 13th, the Ceremonial Band
marked the arrival of the Chief of
Defence of Bulgaria, Admiral Emil
Eftimov in a small ceremony at the
SHAPE Headquarters building.
t Chief

Warrant Officer 4 James
Bettencourt (U.S. Army), centre, conducts
the SHAPE International Band in front
of SHAPE Headquarters. Photo credit:
Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

On September 2nd, the NATO Brass
Ambassadors rendered honours at
several memorials in Mons, marking the
76th anniversary of its liberation.
Local authorities laid wreaths in
remembrance of the sacrifices made by
Allied soldiers to liberate the area from
occupying forces during World War II.

Local service members and veterans render honours during a ceremony at a
memorial plaque in Mons. Photo credit: Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

The solidarity shown by these Allied
soldiers represented an historic show
of fellowship, which contributed to the
creation of NATO in the following years

Nadrotmistr Michal Damborský (Czech Army), rear, renders bugle calls at a
memorial in Mons. Photo credit: Corporal Eric Lundquist (U.S. Army)

SHAPE LIFE

Band Member Spotlight:
Sergeant Nicholas Tolman
Sergeant Nicholas Tolman was raised in American
Falls, Idaho, USA.
He received his Bachelor of Music Education
degree from Idaho State University and went
on to teach middle school and high school band
at Rocky Mountain Middle and High School in
Cowley, Wyoming.
In 2015 he enlisted in the U.S. Army as a military
musician and has previously been stationed at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma.
He has experience performing in the Idaho Falls
Symphony and has also shared the stage with
Andy Martin and Denis DiBlasio.
Sergeant Tolman serves in the SHAPE
International Band as a trombonist in the NATO
Jazz Orchestra and the NATO Brass Ambassadors,
and as vocalist, guitarist, and leader of the NATO
Unplugged acoustic combo.

Want to request the band?
Visit our website, download our request form and email
it duly completed to us!
0032 065/44 3322
shapeband@shape.nato.int
Website: https://shape.nato.int/shapeband

Sergeant Nicholas Tolman (U.S. Army) sings at the SHAPE Club in
November 2019. Photo credit: Sergeant McKay Heaton (U.S. Army)

The SHAPE International Band features the following ensembles:
NATO Jazz Orchestra: Large jazz ensemble performing
big band music from the 1930’s through today.
NATO Jazz Combo: Small jazz ensemble performing
R&B and traditional & modern jazz.
Solo Vocalist: Soloist performing anthems for ceremonial
and official events.
Solo Instrumentalist: Soloist performing a variety of
styles for socials, balls, and official events.
Task Force X: Show band performing Popular, Rock,
and Dance music for large events.

NATO Unplugged: Acoustic small ensemble
performing Popular, Folk and Americana music.
Ceremonial Band: Traditional military marching
band performing marches, anthems, and ceremonial
music for large indoor and outdoor ceremonies.
NATO Brass Ambassadors: Small ceremonial brass
ensemble performing anthems, marches, and chamber
music.
Ceremonial Bugler: Solo bugler performing for
ceremonies and official events.

A note about upcoming events:
To prevent the spread of COVID-19, all upcoming events
have been postponed until further notice.
We are working closely with our contacts to schedule
performances in the coming months and hope to be on
stage again before the end of the year.

Please stay tuned to our Facebook page for
announcements about future performances or
contact us directly to request support for your event.

www.shape2day.com
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FIRST IMPRESSION
By Michelle BERNARD

« You are nervous and tense, wondering how you will be received ?
You have no idea what will happen over the next hour or so ?
You have heard stories : some good, other not so good.
Yes, you are a guest about to walk into your first Toastmasters meeting experience ! »
Deepack Menon – Intrenational President.

Do you want to attempt this experience and make your own first impression?
I invite you to do so.

You will find a friendly atmosphere and will
be in good company with supportive members
but not only… Thanks to effective mentors, you
will be helped to find your true potential. On the
top of that, you’ll be able to improve the English
language, a major asset in the international
environment such as SHAPE.

Being a guest is free!!

- Become a more confident speaker.

SHAPE International Toastmasters club look
forward to welcoming you to one of their online
(Zoom) meetings every 2nd and 4th Tuesday each
month. The virtual door opens at 6:45 pm and the
meeting starts at 7:00 pm.

- Learn how to run a meeting.

By sending an email to:

TOASTMASTERS is the place to be if you want to:
- Improve your speaking and leadership skills.

- Develop your potential.
So, Toastmasters offer the best training to
manage the different situations that come up in
everyone’s life.

24

Ready to visit a club?

SCL

toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
and you will receive the Zoom link to the meeting.

SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP
THE ONLY THING MISSING IS YOU
To our travelers, old and new, we miss you and are busy making plans for when we can
safely venture out again.
If you are new to SHAPE, we are a diverse group of volunteers, some with years of experience
and others who joined only a month or two ago, who love traveling and want to share that
love with others. Our organization has been serving the SHAPE community for over 40
years by offering low cost day trips in the company of like-minded individuals looking for
a fun day out.

We look forward to having you join us!

Dena Gregory - President
NATIONALITY: American (Latvian,
Italian, English Heritage)

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2 years
TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 1 year and
2 months

Yayoi Mack - Vice President
NATIONALITY: Japanese
YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 6 years
TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 1 year and
2 months

NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: Cannot

Johanna Sugg - Secretary
NATIONALITY: American (Finnish
& Swedish ancestry)

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 9
months.

TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 4 months

NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: At least 30

count....

NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: 9 (5 different

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love to travel

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME
A VOLUNTEER? My son had

countries, in addition to
Belgium)

and the volunteers were
amazing, helpful, and so
friendly - I wanted to be able
to do the same for others in
our community!

graduated from Shape HS
and now I have time to work
at STG.

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I really enjoyed

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? Dover Castle. Many

I came here, I always
wanted to go to the Cologne
Christmas Market

great travel buddies and
such great history there!

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: Singapore because it
has an amazing mix of cultures
and great food.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? Cologne. Ever since

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: Tokyo, Japan!

the trips and found the
volunteers to be an amazing
group of ladies.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? Cochem, Germany. It
included a castle, a quaint
colorful town, amazing
scenery, delicious schnitzel,
and a wine tour.

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D
TAKE YOU TO: Greece! It would
guarantee that I’d make it there.

www.shape2day.com
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Margo Kwasnoski - Treasurer
NATIONALITY: American
YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2 years
TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 4 months
volunteering.

NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: 18 months
as a customer

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER?
Encouragement
from current board

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? Paris. To do it as a day
trip with STG was such a
unique and different aspect.
Also going to places in
the Netherlands and other
nearby locations that I would
have never done alone or
with family...truly the best
experience.

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: Cinque Terre, Italy,
one of my favorite places

Caroline Joyce - Publicity
NATIONALITY: American (Scottish,
Welsh,

German

ancestry)

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2 ½
years

TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 2 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: 20 at least!
I’ve lost count

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? After traveling
with STG for over 2 years, I
decided it was time to jump
in and help plan fantastic
trips for new members in the
SHAPE community.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP?
So
many
were
memorable, but one that
was unique was to Nancy,
France where we had a
lovely walking tour and
then enjoyed a set lunch at a
Michelin starred restaurant.
It was fabulous!

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: The Wild Atlantic Way

Suzanne Price - Publicity Committee
NATIONALITY: American
YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2.5 years
TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: About 2 years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: I have taken
at least 12 trips since I came to
SHAPE

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love serving the
community and there are so
many places I want to see in
Europe, it was a natural fit!

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? I would say the first trip
I escorted, which was Dover
Castle, UK.
There are always small worries
when you are an escort, but the
passengers made it easy and
very enjoyable for me!

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: Troy. I’ve always wanted
to see the legendary site which is
situated in present-day Turkey

coastal route and the Cliffs of
Moher in Ireland. Truly one
of the most beautiful places
in the world

NATIONALITY: Japanese
YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: Almost 2 years
TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 11 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: 7
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A VOLUNTEER? I wanted to do something fun.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE OR FAVORITE TRIP AND WHY? Cologne
Christmas market 2018.My first trip with STG!

Mariko Tsuboi, Escort
26
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IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, I’D TAKE YOU TO: Japan!

Ida Jensson, Escort

Silvia Pena Castro, Escort

Stelina Asvesta, Escort

NATIONALITY: Norwegian

NATIONALITY: Spanish

NATIONALITY: Greek

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 20

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2 years

YEARS IN SHAPE COMMUNITY: 2 years

years

TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 6 months

TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 9 years
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: Many! And
still counting!

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I love travelling,
meeting new people, and
working in an international
environment

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? I love Monet’s Garden!

NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: 2
WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? As I am living at the
moment in a new country, I
want to take the opportunity
to volunteer and get to know
different people

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP? My favorite trip was

I’ve been there 2 times with
the STG, and it’s beautiful
come rain or sun

Amsterdam
because
I
enjoyed a lot of this town.
The weather was wonderful,
and the people were amazing.

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: The Trans-Siberian

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: I would like to visit

Railway or The Orient
Express, as both must be so
interesting

TIME AS A VOLUNTEER: 2 months
NUMBER OF STG TRIPS: Around 8
trips

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A
VOLUNTEER? I like traveling and
meet new people.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST MEMORABLE
TRIP?
London
because
walking around London one
truly feels as though you’re
at the center of the world.

IF STG COULD GO ANYWHERE, I’D TAKE
YOU TO: Japan

Australia because I think this
place is very different from
my country

The SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP is a non-profit organization run exclusively by
volunteers from the SHAPE community.
We offer only low-cost day trips, mainly during the week. Our trips are
advertised in the SHAPE Community Life magazine, online, and using
posters and flyers around the SHAPE Community.
You can join our Facebook group for up-to-date information about upcoming
plans and travel ideas:

www.facebook.com/groups/SHAPETravelGroup

We hope to see you soon!

www.shape2day.com
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do your thing
do your thing

And here we are again, new year, new campaign!
Courtesy of the Provost Marshall Office

A

s some already know, every year
the Base Support Group Provost
Marshal Office hosts an Anti-Drug &
Alcohol Campaign. The main object
of this campaign is to make people
apprehend that SHAPE is not immune
to this “social plague” and that we try
to engage all our resources in trying
to prevent this from happening on the
installation.
Various organisations do exist for those
who seek help. Related information
can be found on www.shape2day.com
under PMO Campaigns.
To promote this campaign but most of
all, to raise our children’s attention,

every year we organise a poster design
contest. It is open to all SHAPE
International School students ranging
from 6th to 12th grade.
There are two distinct categories “hand
drawing” and “graphic art”.

Students can participate in one or both
categories without restrictions but no
group entries will be accepted.
Awesome prizes will be given away to
the best classified posters.

This year’s theme will be:
GETTING INTO THE
SPIDER’S WEB
www.shape2day.com
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Over 140 entries were recorded in last year’s
contest won by Renata Salas Romero for the “hand
drawing” category and Jazmin Buglavez for the
“graphic art” category.

Our goal this year is to consolidate this
activity and get even more students
involved in the contest

Just to make things a little easier, we have included
a copy of the rules for participating.

For further information concerning rules and
regulations, just pick up one of the flyers you will
find at your school, the Community Police Office
(bldg. 504) and in all the common areas (Youth
Centre, Pizza Bowl, Cinema, Rendez-Vous, Library etc.).

You can find us:

On the SHAPE2dat website “Events” and
“PMO Campaigns” or contact us at:
DSN: 423-5432 or 423/3727

Commercial: 065.44 5432 or 065.443727

Listen to us on AFN Radio (FM 106.5)
every other Friday from 08:00 to 0900

“HURRY UP AND START THROWING DOWN SOME IDEAS”
SAY NO TO DRUGS… BE SAFE, BE SOBER

Rules for Participation
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JAN DE MANN
By Michael Adubato (USA-Civ)

Five short years ago Mons was a European Capital
of Culture and since that time the city has become
something of an open air museum with fine works
of art appearing in and around the area ever since.
If you stroll around town you cannot help but notice
art everywhere. There are some very large murals,
as well as smaller, more subtle art in the windows
and corners of some of the buildings. These
beautiful masterpieces began under the initiative,
“L’Art habite la Ville” (Art lives in the City), and it
has now expanded outside of the Mons ring road
and will be found in out-lying towns as well.
To my surprise, when coming back from leave a
few weeks ago, I noticed the beginning of a new
mural being created on a corner pub in my village
of Nimy, which is located about half way between
SHAPE and Mons. I immediately recognized the
work. It was the beginning of a gigantic book shelf,
in the same style that I had found in the Dutch city
of Utrecht, last year. The artist is Jan Heinsbroek,
though better known by his artist street name Jan
Is De Man.
During the week that he was working in Nimy, I
walked down the street to see the artist at work and
he even stopped to have a little chat and a beer with
me. We talked about his art and how he ended
up coming down here to Nimy from his home in
Utrecht.

“They (the city) just contacted me”
The Dutchman told me.

“They saw my work and they thought that
this would be something nice for Nimy and for
Mons. It would be something to tell the story of
the city, the story of the history. So that’s what
I’m doing now. The plate that you can up there;
that’s typical Nimy Pottery.”
The intention of this mural by Jan is to capture the
history of Nimy and Mons in general. Nimy once
had a well-known pottery but is best known for its
World War One history and the place, along the
canal, where the first two Victoria Crosses of the
war awarded to Lieutenant Maurice Dease and
Private Sidney Godley of the British Expeditionary
Forces.
Being from the Netherlands, you wouldn’t assume
that Jan knew the history of the places where he
was commissioned to paint murals, so I asked him
how he decided which books to use.
“By communicating with them. They sent me a
large list of books that, in their opinion, would best
tell the story and then it’s up to me (to decide which
to use and) to make it visually attractive.
www.shape2day.com
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This mural, just off the Nimy main square, is truly a
work of art. Words will not do it any justice; you’ll
have to make the short drive, grab a beer in the pub
and take it outside with you, cross the street and
sip as you admire the history of the area painted on
the building.
You’ll notice many books about the area; some
worth looking up and some worth reading, if you
can find them. There is, of course a piece of local
pottery up on the top shelf as well.
Being a lover of books, of course I was going to fall
in love with this, but the most amazing thing is that
you feel as if you’re looking at the book shelf of a
local giant (and there is a history of giants in this
part of the country).
It’s not a piece of flat art.
The books jump out at you. Somehow Jan was able
to create the illusion of three dimensions on a flat
wall.
I was interested in his book shelf in his home town,
which turned a dreary apartment building wall into
something spectacular.

“It was my first book mural, but I did hundreds
of murals before”
Said Jan.

“It’s a very different style than my other work.
I get bored of styles very easily so I always try
new stuff.
They wanted to make a mural which delivered
something new to the neighbourhood, which
is combining people. Nowadays there is
polarization. A lot of people go against each
other and they wanted to have some art work
that would bring people together.
Then with that building, it gave me the idea
to ask the people about their favorite books. So
you have all languages, all religions together, coexisting peacefully.
Everybody got recognition because of this. It
really gave something to the neighbourhood. It
brought the people together.”
On the Utrecht mural you’ll see three shelves of
books with the bottom shelf being the longest,
therefore holding the most. On the top shelf is a
globe that obviously depicts the different people
and cultures from around the world who have
settled in this multi-cultural neighborhood.
Jan’s signature is actually a book with his name and
the year the mural was created.
Although he has done many different types of art,
his book shelves are very popular.

www.shape2day.com
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“This is my fifth one. There is one in Boulogne
sur Mer (on the Opal Coast in northern France).
One is also in London, in Walthamstow. There
it was the story that they were closing a library
so I made an almost empty bookcase.

When I look at a canvas (for example), not much
happens in my head. But when I see a building
or surroundings then really, things happen.”
An interesting subtlety is just below the pub’s main
window. It leans on a book that is laying down. As
Jan put it; “so you can put your beer on the book!”

It’s the story of taking the library away. I also
did one for a notary office but that’s just a Overall, the has come a long way from “bombing
the streets” with graffiti to being able to make a
private, big wall. And then this one.”
Alluding back to Nimy, he shared a bit on his
creativity process and how such murals came
about.

“My art, most of the time, is only possible in one
place. This one I could never do again because of
the chimneys, how I used the chimneys. (They
have been turned into a couple of very large
books that extend past the roof.)
Most of the time, if you look at my art, there is no
other place that it could be. I look at something,
at the space.
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living doing what he does.

As he told me, he has a wife and two children and
can support them with just painting.
After a short break, Jan is in Rotterdam now where
he has been commissioned to turn a very tall
building into a work of art. His idea is to turn it
into a very tall rocket ship.

In my eyes, Jan truly is “the man”!

Back to school time

at the SHAPE International and Chievres Branch Libraries!

A

By Lara Harrison, Public Services Librarian

s we start a new school year under new and
challenging circumstances, keep in mind that
the libraries here are still ready to support
you! We may not be open to the public yet, but we
can still offer many wonderful resources to help
your students set off on the right foot.

Mango Languages offers
language learning in more
than 70 languages, 21 English Language Learning
courses, and 44 specialty courses designed to
celebrate world cultures. You can even stream
foreign movies to practice your language skills!

The physical resources at the library are always a
great starting point for reading or research projects
in school. We are still supporting the community
safety measures and maintaining social distancing,
so the libraries aren’t open yet for patrons to come
and browse or study. However, you are more than
welcome to request materials through either the
SHAPE International or Chievres Library, which
we will then prepare for pick-up. It’s library takeaway!

When it comes to supporting your school-age
students at home, Army MWR Libraries offer free
online resources filled with engaging, educational
and fun activities based on grade levels and learning
needs. For example, Scholastic offers a number of
resources including:

Requests for items can be submitted at each of the
local libraries through the request forms on the
Chievres MWR page:
For SHAPE requests: https://chievres.armymwr.
com/promos/order-books-shape-international-library
For Chievres requests: https://chievres.armymwr.
com/promos/order-books-chievres-library
Follow these simple instructions
Search the online catalog to find the books available
at your library - https://mwrlibrary.armybiznet.
com/screens~S102/europe.html
If you are requesting items from SHAPE Library,
email usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
If you are requesting items form Chievres Branch
library, email usarmy.chievres.library@mail.mil
Items from other libraries can be requested via
Interlibrary Loan using the Request link next to
each item on the catalog page.
You will receive an email when your items are
available to pick up.
When you arrive at the library for pick up, please have
your ID card ready (US Military or SHAPE ID).
Remember to respect social distancing, and wear
a mask.
And of course, the physical items at the library are
only the starting point. All of our online resources
and activities offer great additional support for
lifelong learners. There are encyclopedias like
Encyclopedia Britannica and references like the
National Geographic Virtual Library.

Pairings of classic video
storybooks
with
related
nonfiction titles reinforce early reading skills
and develop real-world knowledge. This is
an entertaining way to build reading skills, to
encourage reluctant readers and students learning
English, and to build fluency, vocabulary, and
reading comprehension.
Watch history come alive
with this resource highlighting
dramatic and defining moments in American
history. It features dynamic e-books with embedded
maps, timelines, virtual tour clips, primary source
videos and audio clips.
Science concepts in more
than 50 complete units of
study are presented through hands-on projects,
videos, multiple text types, interactive features and
more.
Teachables - This library
offers printable activities
for any pre-K to 6th grade subject: math, science,
reading comprehension, writing and beyond.
Download more than 25,000 teacher-created
printable lesson plans, reading passages, games
and puzzles, clip art, bulletin board ideas, teacher
supports, skills sheets, and more! Enter "military"
for your user ID and password if prompted.
Offering dozens of units to
supplement social studies
and science core curricula
learning, TrueFlix helps students improve literacy
skills, build content-area knowledge, and cultivate
the critical skills necessary for academic success
and college and career readiness.

There are great resources for older students
too!
www.shape2day.com
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Created specifically
for middle school
and high school
students, the Gale In Context resources combine the
best of Gale's reference content with age-appropriate
videos, newspapers, magazines, primary sources,
and much more. Middle School in Context
covers a range of the most-studied topics including
cultures, government, people, U.S. and world
history, literature, and many more, while Science
in Context offers articles and resources on biology,
chemistry, earth and environmental science and
physics.

Does your student need a little more one-onone support?
Tutor.com is a program that
provides on-demand, online
tutoring and homework
help at no cost to eligible US service members,
civilian personnel, and their dependents. Students
attending the American schools on SHAPE

may also be eligible; please contact us for more
information.
With live, expert tutors available 24/7, militaryconnected students can receive academic help at
their moment of need—anywhere they have an
internet connection.

And it all comes with your library account!
So where do I sign up?
All of this is part of the benefit of having a library
account. You may be asking yourself...

“What if I am not registered with the
library?”
No worries!
If you are a SHAPE ID or U.S. ID cardholder,
contact us at usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil or
usarmy.chievres.library@mail.mil and we will
work with you to create yours and your family’s
library accounts.

NOT JUST A CHOICE,
BUT YOUR BEST DECISION YET.
BMW ELECTRIFIED.

Once set up as a patron, you
will have access up to 50 online
resources, available to you 24/7,
plus physical resources at SHAPE
International Library, Chievres
Branch Library, and at other Army
MWR Libraries across Europe!
If you have any questions about
creating your account, using any
of the online resources, or how
to request materials, please do
not hesitate to contact either the
SHAPE International Library
or Chievres Branch Library by
phone, through

THE BMW X2 PLUG-IN HYBRID.
99,6% DEDUCTIBLE.

http://chievres.armymwr.com/
europe/chievres/categories/
libraries
or through our
SHAPE International Library
Facebook page.

We can even arrange a oneon-one call or web meeting
to answer questions.

Environmental information: bmw.be

1,7-1,8 l/100 km • 38-41 g/km CO2 (WLTP)
BMW Belgium Luxembourg NV/SA – Lodderstraat 16, 2880 Bornem – contact.be@bmw.be – www.bmw.be

Louyet Mons
Rue des Sandrinettes 48
7033 Mons-Cuesmes
Tél. 065 40 02 00
www.louyet.bmw.be
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L.Louyet

Thank you so much for
continuing to support social
distancing and your local
libraries!

We’re in this together.

By Antoaneta S. Lazarova, Environmental Health Technician, SHAPE Healthcare Facility

S

chools play a critical role in supporting
children in whole, not just academic
achievement. Schools are an important
venue for students to receive emotional
and psychological support from friends, teachers,
and other staff members. The health, safety, and
well-being of students, teachers, staff, and their
families are the most important consideration in
determining whether schools should reopen for
in-person learning if appropriate precautions are
taken.
We learn more about COVID-19 every day,
however the best available evidence indicates that
COVID-19 poses relatively low risks to school-aged
children.
According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), children and adolescents
under 18 years old account for under 7 percent
of COVID-19 cases and less than 0.1 percent of
COVID-19-related deaths
Based on the recommendations of CDC, school
staff can take everyday actions to prevent the
spread of the virus:
Washing hands often with soap and water for at
least 20 seconds. If soap and water are not readily
available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at least
60% alcohol.
Covering coughs and sneezes with a tissue or
inside of elbow, throwing the tissue away, and then
washing hands.
Avoiding touching one’s eyes, nose, mouth, and
cloth face covering.
Maintaining distance of at least 6 feet from other
adults, and from other students when feasible.
Wearing a cloth face covering especially when other
social distancing measures are difficult to maintain.

Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched
surfaces, including tables, doorknobs, light switches,
countertops, handles, desks, phones, keyboards, toilets,
faucets, and sinks.

www.shape2day.com
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Staying home when sick, or after being in close
contact with a person who has been diagnosed with
COVID-19.
Limiting use of shared objects when possible, and
cleaning and disinfecting these objects frequently.
Schools should avoid offering any self-serve food
or drink options, such as hot and cold food bars,
salad or condiment bars, and drink stations.
Schools should serve individually plated or prepackaged meals, while ensuring the safety of
children with food allergies.
As feasible, schools should have students and
staff eat meals in classrooms, while maintaining
social distancing as much as possible, instead of in
a communal dining hall or cafeteria. If communal
dining halls or cafeterias are used, schools should
encourage social distancing in food service lines
and at tables while eating.

References: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

Students and staff should wash their hands with soap
and water for 20 seconds or use a hand sanitizer that
contains at least 60% alcohol before and after eating.
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Schools should clean and disinfect food line areas,
tables, and chairs between uses.
Schools should encourage students and staff not
to share food or utensils and use disposable food
service items
Drivers can create distance between children
on school buses, including seating children one
student per row facing forward and skipping rows
between students.
However, students who live in the same household
may sit together if needed. Schools should consider
having spare, clean cloth face coverings available to
ensure all students wear cloth face coverings on the
school bus.
Extended school closure is detrimental to children.
It can lead to learning loss, and the need for inperson instruction is particularly important for
students with heightened behavioral needs.
In addition to a structure for learning, schools
provide a stable and secure environment for
developing social skills and peer relationships.

sports & fitness

THE SPORTING LIFE

By Michael Adubato (USA-Civ)

I

’ve decided that I am not a fan of pandemics. I
came to the realization that you cannot be a fan
of pandemics and a fan of football at the same
time. You can add any sport to that, really.

The football season, the Belgian Pro League,
is underway and is already four weeks old. The
problem with the league however, is that fans
cannot enter the stadiums. I have a friend who
is a KAA Gent season ticket holder but the ticket
is useless. I would assume that the team would
reimburse him for those games that he, and every
other season ticket holder for that matter. So far
nothing has happened so that could be considered
money thrown into the street or flushed down the
toilet. Hopefully something will be sorted.
If you’re new to SHAPE and
Belgium, welcome!
I supposed that I should give you a quick Belgian
football lesson so that you’ll be a bit more familiar
with how the game works in our host nation.

There are six divisions in the Belgian Football
Association, but only the first two are considered
to be professional. There is the aforementioned Pro
League, also known as First Division A. The second
division is First Division B, which to me sounds silly.
Why not just call it the second division?
The first division has 18 teams, but really it only
has 16 teams. Due to the damn pandemic, the FA
decided not to relegate any teams but still decided
to promote a couple of teams. Then the FDB, which
had only eight teams, was down to six teams. Of
course, that is ridiculous (in all honesty, so is only
six), so they promoted a team and decided that the
Club Brugge reserve team change their name to
something else and play in that division.
With all of the other teams from the other four
divisions, surely, they could have found any other
team and not have the same club twice. But if you
decide to follow Belgian football, you will learn that a
lot of unsavoury stuff goes on. But I digress.

The next three divisions are called First, Second
and Third Amateur Division. The final one is the
Provincial. But let’s concentrate on Third Amateur
because that is where the local team, RAEC Mons
Renaissance 44 plays.
Why the long name? You’re going to have to find
me or give me a call and I can explain it all.

In a nutshell, RAEC Mons was a team that floated
between the two top divisions until 2015, the year
that Mons became a European City of Culture and
the team went bankrupt. A village team moved to
the stadium, got promoted the first season and then
stagnated the following years under the name RAQ
Mons. Now a couple of ex-players, who also played
for the national team, have led the charge and now
RAEC Mons is back starting this season.
I highly recommend that you head into town to catch
a game or more because they have signed some
pretty good players and the team is hoping to head
back up the football ladder really soon.

I have already bought my season ticket and yes, at
the lower tiers, fans are allowed to attend, but only
in limited numbers. I just hope that I won’t be turned
away due to the quota being met. The season hasn’t
started yet nor, as far as I know, is there a schedule
out. Very strange since its already September as I
write this.
Although most of my football has been on television,
I am happy to say that I managed to spend a couple
of weeks back in the east part of Slovakia and also
got to see my local team there play a few times.
My local team is called Tatran Presov and they play
in the Slovak 3 Liga. I’m also happy to report that
they are currently in first place, having won four of
their first five games.

From Presov, my brother in law Vlado, and I went to
see their season opener in the village of Kalsa, which
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Season opener in rural Slovakia

is about 15 kilometres from the Hungarian border.
The village has a population of approximately 600
and it seemed that most of them were watching the
game that very sunny Sunday afternoon. The social
distancing seemed to have been a thing of the past
for these villagers but we kept our distance and stood
around near one of the corner flags enjoying a couple
beers.

Tatran played well and came away with a 3-2 win,
despite having one player sent off. It was a great
start to the season and I looked forward to the next
game, a midweek fixture against Slovan Giraltovce.
I had no clue where Giraltovce was located but it
didn’t matter, because it was a home game on a
Wednesday evening and I was anxious to get to the
stadium and try their always delicious kielbasas with
a local beer.

An 8-2 thriller in Kosice!

Social distancing was respected here because hey,
this is the big city and not a village like the last game!
Well, the population is less than that of Mons but for
Slovakia, it’s the third largest city.

We arrived early enough to grab a beer, the sausage
and find a place to sit before the teams came out onto
the field. Tatran Stadium is very pretty, or at least it
was. The old main tribune still exists but nothing else.
Construction of a the new stadium should start early
next year. I won’t hold my breath though because I’ve
heard that song before. It turned out to be another
happy day though because the Koňare (Horsemen)
ran riot and put four goals past their opponents.
The best option for the Saturday game, the day before
I was driving back to Belgium was in the nearby
city of Košice. It’s an even bigger city than Presov!
Slávia TU Košice, another team in the same league
as Tatran, was playing against Spišské Podhradie on
a Sunday morning and did this turn out to be a goal
fest! It seemed that every time Slávia shot the ball,
they scored. We got to see 10 goals fly into the back
of the nets; the most I have ever witnessed in one
game. The home team scored 8 of them.
This was my first football game in Košice though I go
to the city when I can in the colder months because
they have a very good professional hockey team
there. I’ll probably catch a few games when I head
back to my Slovak home for Christmas.
If you’re a fan of any sport, chances are that you can
get involved here in Belgium. It’s a small country but
they love sports.

At home with Tatran
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If you want more information, come and find me on base

CYCLE SAFELY WITH SICC
By the SICCliste

A

s all of us slowly return to some vestiges of the
life we had before the COVID-19 pandemic
affected the globe, we can all be very thankful
that the measures taken by the Belgian government,
as well as NATO and SHAPE leadership, have
resulted in a healthy workforce.
While it is, of course, too soon to let down our
guards, there is one area that deserves some
special mention, and that is, or was, the Belgian
government’s decision to allow certain physical/
sports activity to remain, with appropriate caveats, in
order to promote good physical and mental health.

Among these was cycling, and while group activities
were only permitted again in June 2020 – and
even then only in small groups, the period between
February and today saw the SHAPE International
Cycling Club (SICC) and its members adapt to
these realities.
Those of us living at SHAPE and in Belgium were
in far better shape than residents in many other
European countries, who faced complete home
quarantines/lock-downs and huge movement
restrictions, as we were free to ride our bicycles, as
long as we did so directly from our residences.

On the negative side of the ledger, the lock-downs
and quarantines completely destroyed most of the
2020 cycling season, starting with SICC’s annual
training week on the beautiful island of Majorca in
March, which was cancelled. Cancelled as well were
the one-day mass events that precede by a day the
most famous cycling races on the world calendar,
namely the Tour of Flanders, Paris-Roubaix, the
Amstel Gold Race, and Liege-Bastogne-Liege, all
of which take place over four consecutive weekends
in April. Cancelled too were the many club events –
some 1500 annually – put on by local cycling clubs
in Wallonia and which SICC members heartily join,
to include the locally famous Mons-Chimay-Mons
event traditionally held on 01 May. Not to mention,
of course, the larger international events SICC
members regularly tackle in the French Alps and
Italian Dolomites, all of which were also cancelled
as their summer dates approached.
Indeed, many SICC members had started their
training in the January timeframe to be in peak
physical shape in time for the start of the cycling
season, one that never was. It can be demoralizing
to train hard for season that is then cancelled, and
needless to say, the lack of regular social contact
among club members was a most unfortunate side
effect of the pandemic as well. Most of you will
recall that SICC members, many of whom are quite
fit and ride long distances at decent rates of speed,
recover best over Belgian beverages in the company
of team-mates. This was very sorely missed...
That said, a review of many data points generated
by SICC members conclusively demonstrates that

a great many remained very active during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with many members logging
thousands of kilometers over the roads of Wallonia
and into Flanders.

SICC members broke into very small groups
in accordance with national emergency edicts,
ensuring contact “silos” remain limited yet providing
some level of mutual support when riding long
distances. Of note, a number of SICC members
put in extra efforts to reach out to new arrivals
and arrange accompanied rides for them, again in
strict accordance with applicable rules. For many,
this provided the only way to explore some parts
of Belgium beyond the strict confines of their home
and nearest supermarket.
And so, over six months into this historic and unique
pandemic event, SICC can draw a few lessons.

The first of these is that its members, despite the
cancellation of the very events that make the sport
of road cycling at its most enjoyable, managed to
rack up tens of thousands of kilometers: the data
from their rides irrefutably show that a number of
members got stronger, faster, and may also have
shed some excess weight as the national lock-down
left little else to do in terms of activity and allowed
many to consistently ride and train.
Second, with most social activities and clubs shut
down, and with the entire hospitality and tourism
sector closed, SICC’s outreach to new members of
the SHAPE community provided new arrivals with a
means to get to know some new faces (not many
www.shape2day.com
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but a few) and start discovering the lovely Belgian
countryside and its beautiful towns and villages.
Indeed, for a few, this even included riding into
Flanders from Mons and tackling some of the more
epic (ie: challenging) cobbled climbs that region
has to offer and which are (in) famous around the
world for their difficulty. Successfully negotiating
these makes for indelible memories.

And finally, the prolonged periods of warmer, dryer
weather didn’t just allow SICC members to cycle
and train a lot, they also provided opportunities for
several club members to slow down a bit during
their solo rides to take pictures, and with most of
our training taking place on the small backroads
that criss-cross the countryside, such opportunities
abounded, as various photo albums and social
media postings prove. These too serve as a great
motivator to get out there and ride.
Mindful of the need to ensure its activities do not
serve as a pandemic vector, the SICC Committee
carefully gauges ride participation.
Therefore, keeping always in mind that the SICC
unofficial motto is “Cycle Safely with SICC”, the
traditional weekly schedule is resumed, with club
rides on Monday (a slow social ride), Tuesday, and
Thursday.

Recreational cyclists new to
SHAPE are welcome to join our
Wednesday Newcomers’ Ride.
All of these club rides leave the SHAPE gym parking
lot at 1800, but even these are finishing up, as the
amount of daylight means these rides are offered
until the end of September.

All SICC rides are compliant with the SICC
Regeneration Plan approved by SHAPE authorities.
In addition to normal Club etiquettes, the following
additional rules are applied:
- Rides are restricted to SICC members only

** (except the newcomers’ ride on Wednesday
open to entire SHAPE Community) **
- No more than 10 riders in any group.

- Social distance of 1.5m to be maintained
throughout.
- No social gatherings either before or after the ride.
- A Ride Captain will be nominated for every group,
responsible for ensuring all rules are followed.

The Ride Captain is to carry sterilised gloves and a
face mask, in case of having to administer first aid
during the ride.
- No sharing of drinks bottles.

- Groups are to maintain the same membership
each week to the maximum extent possible.
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It’s too soon to tell, as of this
writing, how the club will address
its Fall and Winter spin sessions,
so keep up with us on at:
www.shapecycling.com
Keep riding safely in every sense
of the word !
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SHAPE LANGUAGE CENTRE

P Bldg. 307

P Bldg. 211

. 423-6049/4312 or 065/44-6049/4312

languagecentre@shapemwb.be

artsandcraftssha@gmail.com

The SHAPE Arts & Crafts facility is still looking for experienced and qualified framers
and engravers. If you have this skill and are interested in employment email us at
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com
While classes have not yet resumed, due to COVID, we are always looking for skilled instructors.
If you have a hobby or interest in teaching and sharing your love of fine arts or crafts, please email us!
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Library

Bldg. 307 - Community Activity Centre
423-5631 or 065/44-5631
usarmy.shape.library@mail.mil
Mon-Fri: 1000-1800 hrs / Sat: 1000-1500 hrs

SHAPE International Library

SHAPE International
Library
Weekly Storytimes

LEGO Education

Online Scavenger Hunts

Storytimes are held weekly for a range
of age groups in French, German,
or English. Please see our calendar
online or on the SHAPE International
Library Facebook page for the most
up-to-date
information.
SHAPE
International
Library
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SHAPE Sports & Fitness
P Bldg. 313-301

: 065.44.5325 All SHAPE Sports & Fitness facilities are CLOSED until further notice

Members with permanent lockers may get an appointment to collect their required
belongings by calling SHAPE Ext. 5325
Changing facilities remain closed to customers, this opportunity is for clearing out or collecting items urgently
needed from lockers. If you visit your locker, you will not be permitted to return until the facility is reopened.

SHAPE Sports & Fitness apologize for the disruption in service and for any inconvenience
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MWB is back with different Food and Drinks Services!

S I LV E R S P O O N M E N U
EVERY DAY *CHILI CON CARNE

September - Menu of the Week:
Monday
21. EXOTIC BEEF
STIR FRIED

Tuesday
22. CHICKEN A LA
KING

Wednesday
23. BEEF
ENCHILLADA

Thursday
24. PORK ESCALLOP
WITH PESTO

Friday
25. COD FLORENTIN
STYLE

www.shape2day.com
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Pizza Bowl is
now open for
Bowling and
Food Services!
P Bldg. 502

065 44 5697

The Performing
Arts Centre is now
open for business!
P Bldg. 207
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065 44 3312 or www.SHAPEPlayers.net

Dates For Your Diaries

shape
shapeagenda
agenda

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the following MWB Activities remain closed
until further notice:

Trips

Tours

Follow the SHAPE Morale and Welfare Facebook Page
or visit www.shape2day.com for more updated information
on each activity
www.shape2day.com

SCL
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Ongoing

SHAPE Activities
Every Monday

Boy Scout Troop #325
Come to a meeting and check us out! 18302000 in SHAPE Green Gym (2nd floor). Contact
us at:
SHAPETROOP325@gmail.com
Catholic Women of the Chapel (CWOC)
Ladies meet for fellowship and bible at SHAPE
Chapel at 1000 hrs, Bldg. 353 at 1800 hrs.
Childcare is provided in the morning. All books
are provided. Contact our Parish Coordinator:
065/44.60.19
SHAPE International Library
French Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
French Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
SHAPE Sharks Volleyball practice in the
SHAPE Gym every Monday and Wednesday.
We are welcoming new players from the
SHAPE community. For more info:
PerAslak.LOSO@shape.nato.int
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Advanced Salsa: 19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana. If you would like to teach
a dancing style or become a member, contact
us:
Shapesidc@gmail.com
SHAPE
International Dancing Club
1st SHAPE International Sea Scouts (10½–14)
The Sea Scouts meet at the Green Gym 18452015. Outdoor activities feature prominently,
with the highlights being sailing and camping.
Throughout the year, Scouts learn various
skills, such as nautical knowledge, map
reading, survival skills, camp cooking and first
aid in preparation for camp.
Every Tuesday

Protestant Women of the Chapel (PWOC)
0930-1200 with childcare and 1830-2000 with
childcare
: pwoc.shape2017@gmail.com

SHAPE Community Chapel-Family Fun
Night PWOC Tuesday Nights 1700-1930.
Ignite Youth Groups for MS and HS students,
Gospel Project for Kids, Financial Peace
University, 5 Love Languages and Marriage
Classes Gospel of John Bible Study.
1st SHAPE International Cubs (8-10½)
The Cub Scout Pack meet at the Green Gym
at 1800-1930. Cubs take part in a wide range
of activities designed to be interesting and
challenge them, including games, learning
scouting skills, gaining badges and activities
outdoors.
SHAPE International Cycling Club (SICC)
Members meet for group rides every Tuesday
and Thursday from April to September. The
club also offers a 40K ride non-members,
newcomers and neophytes on Wednesday
that is supported by an experienced member
of SICC. All rides depart from SHAPE Main
Gym @ 1800.
During the wintertime, the Club rides only
during the week ends, according to weather
condition and offers a specific winter training
program that is executed in the SHAPE Main
Gym – spinning room - every Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information visit: www.
shapecycling.com or : 5128 - 5763
SHAPE Bridge Club Informal and duplicate
bridge sessions in the SHAPE Club.
: Attila Balla 0476.53.71.01
54
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Aquagym - Tuesdays & Thursdays
1500-1600 hrs - Swimming pool, FREE!
: Lena on 0483/31.42.58.
Like to play board games? Or have an army
of miniatures eager to play? 17:30 at SHAPE
American Middle School. Games regularly
played: Warmachine, Warhammer (40K and
AoS), Sha-dows of Brimstone, Mansions of
Madness, Cry Havoc, Betrayal at House On
The Hill. Want to play something else? Contact:
: john.larimore@eu.dodea.edu
SHAPE Tabletop Gamers
SHAPE International Library
English Story Time for Toddlers at 1015
English Story Time for Preschoolers at 1615
Every 1st and 3rd Tuesdays

Mom2Mom SHAPE meets for Breastfeeding
Café on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every month
to offer breastfeeding support and discuss
pregnancy and infant care in a relaxed, social
environment. 1330-1430 hrs at the SHAPE
Healthcare Facility Room 2B122 (2nd floor,
social-work conference room).
: Fiona Webster 065/32.52.24
Mom2MomSHAPE@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Mom2MomSHAPE/

Every 2nd and 4Th Tuesday

SHAPE International Toastmasters Club
meets ONLINE every 2nd & 4th Tuesday. Due
to the pandemic the SHAPE Club Pathfinder
Room is not available. Therefore, the virtual
door opens at 18.45. Meeting begins at 19.00
and concludes at 20.45. This English-speaking
club is for people who want to boost their
communication, leadership and linguistic skills
in a supportive and friendly environment. This
club looks forward to welcoming members of
SHAPE and the surrounding community! For
Zoom online meeting link, please send an email
to toastmastersshapeclub@gmail.com
Every Wednesday

Infant Massage Class
For infants (birth to approx 1 year) and their
parents. 1030-1130 hrs - Room 2B122 (old
physical room) 2nd floor : Fiona Webster
065/32.52.24
1st SHAPE International Beavers (6–8)
Beaver Scouts are our youngest members.
They meet at the Green Gym 1715-1830 to
take part in a wide range of activities that build
their confidence, including games, crafts, visits,
along with plenty of outdoor activities, camps
and sleepovers.
SHAPE Community Choir
From 1900 hrs in the East Chapel. All singers
14 – adults are welcome to come sing.
Director: Natasha Rook
: shapechoir@gmail.com
:SHAPE-International-Community-Choir
SHAPE International Library
Infant Story Time at 0930
SHAPE Tennis Club (Ladies only) - Ladies
tennis, all skills level welcome. Green Gym,
Courts A and B. 0930 - 1200 hrs. Contact
Olga Chroni
: chrolga@yahoo.gr
SHAPE Tennis Association (STA)
Are you interested in playing tennis or learning
to play tennis?

The STA is going to be up and running again
in the New Year. Making the most of the 2
indoor and 4 outdoor courts, we will be offering
club nights (Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed) and
coaching.
Membership is open to the entire SHAPE
community, serving and dependents and for
all levels from beginner to advanced.
To register your interest or for further information
please
: shapetennis@gmail.com
Scottish Dancing - 1900 hrs - SHAPE Chapel
Centre. International group, no previous dance
experience necessary. 1900 hrs - SHAPE
Chapel Centre. : soscods@gmail.com
SHAPE International Dancing Club @ the
gym, in the Aerobic Suite. Dancing lessons:
Beginners Salsa19h-20h. Currently we only
teach Salsa Cubana.
Shapesidc@gmail.
com SHAPE International Dancing Club
Every Thursday
SHAPE International Library
Germany Story Time at 1400
Every Friday

SHAPE Ladies Bowling League
Practice for all levels and skills. 1300 hrs at
the Pizza Bowl. Bowling shoes can be rented
at the Pizza Bowl for n1.
Rosary Warriors: Meet at 0915 hrs in the
SHAPE Blessed Sacrament Chapel
Every Sunday

International Group of Motorcycle Riders
Riders meet at 1000 hrs to start group rides
in the local area. All types of motorcycles are
welcome. : stephen.smith1@gmail.com or
SHAPE HDC

Mary Queen of Peace US Catholic Community
SHAPE International Chapel, Bldg. 601
Summer Schedule: Daily Mass @11h50,
Blessed Sacrament Chapel, (Mon-Thur, except
US holidays). Vigil Mass 17h00 (1st Sat of every
month), Sunday Mass 09h00, East Chapel
(except 1st Sunday of each month). For more
info: call X5602 (or Civ. 065.44.5602) for US
Chaplain Fr. Vincent Manuel Chapel, Office
33/34 (Alternative lines: X6066, 6037 or 6019).
Mary Queen of Peace (English Speaking
Catholic Community) Or join us: JFC Brunssum,
International Chapel: Mass 17h00 Sunday &
Brussels US Main Chapel 1st Sunday of every
month, 12h00
SHAPE Community Chapel
Sunday Service 10:45 in the East Chapel with
Fellowship immediately following the service.
Children’s Church, Children’s Choir during the
service for ages 5 to 5th grade. Watch Care for
younger children available!
Please join us for fellowship and a relevant
message from the Chaplain. If you need a
ride, please email us ahead and we will have
someone pick you up. We look forward to
welcoming you!
SHAPE International Women’s Club (SIWC)
All women of the SHAPE community are invited
to attend.
: siwcpresident@gmail.com
YOGA Classes
YOGA classes for all-levels at the SHAPE gym
(in the aerobics suite). SHAPE YOGA

SHAPE Travel Group
A COMMUNITY OF TRAVELERS EXPLORING EUROPE TOGETHER
JOIN THE GROUP ... SHAPE TRAVEL GROUP!
SHAPETravelGroup
www.shape2day.com Morale&Welfare(MWB)\GroupII Activities\SHAPE Travel Group

We regret to inform our SHAPE community that we are unable to provide you with
trips for this coming fall season.
We sincerely appreciate the support we have received from our loyal fellow travelers
during this challenging time.
Stay tuned to our Facebook page for further announcements as we look forward to our
next season.
We may not be traveling, but we are busy behind the scenes, working on future travel plans.

As ever, we remain dedicated to you, our customers, and can’t wait to
see you all again soon!
When The SHAPE Travel Group Office reopens, members are available every
Wednesday and Friday from 1100-1300 in the Rendez-vous. They can only accept
cash payment for trips.
The SHAPE Travel Group is a non-profit activity entirely run by international volunteers
for SHAPE and NATO ID card holders and their guests.

www.shape2day.com
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FORUM

Miscellaneous & Services

The International Jewish Center offers a weekly educational program in
English for children from 10:00am - 12:30pm. This is a great opportunity
to meet and befriend other international Jewish children and families. We
introduce students to Hebrew, prayer, religious traditions, and the modern
Jewish experience. We begin with a Tots class for children from 3 years, and
we provide Jewish education through Bar/Bat Mitzvah with an emphasis on
creative expression. The school is led by our Israeli Head Teacher and our
American Rabbi and staffed by dedicated and experienced teachers.
Please contact
info@ijc.be or www.ijc.be
International Bible Church, Jurbise
We’re a friendly English and French-speaking evangelical church just a few
streets away from SHAPE. We’ve been serving the SHAPE community for
more than 50 years now. English services with French translation start at
10 am each Sunday. There is an active Sunday School for children during
the morning service and from September 15th AWANA youth activities start
back up at 5 pm. Please contact
: pastor@ibc-jurbise.org or find more
information at www.ibc-jurbise.org.
Alcoholics Anonymous
“If you drink that’s your business, but if you want to stop maybe we can help”
SHAPE Group of Alcoholics Anonymous (English Speaking Meeting).
“The only requirement is a desire to stop drinking.” Tuesday evenings from
1900-2000 hours. We meet at the International Baptist Church, Chemin Du
Prince, 284; 7050 Jurbise
0470-470-790 or AA Bruxelles
: 0032 (0) 487/35.45.72.
Attachment Parenting/
Green Families Group
Are you a nature loving and/or attachment parenting family? Or trying to
be? To meet like-minded people please contact us for more information at:
rainyplay@gmail.com or
0489/27.41.85

PCB AUTOMOBILES

September Solutions

pcb@belgacom.net
New and Used Tax-Free Cars - Car Rental - Dealer for UK Spec RHD
Toyota, Lexus, Chrysler, Mazda,Ford Renault, Fiat, Alfa
Other Makes and US Specs on Request
Many more tax free cars available from €4500
: 065/644.900 or 0475/977.955
Stock Clearance
Paid Ad
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HOURS OF OPERATION
SHAPE CONCESSIONAIRES

MWB Activities
MWB OPS

Mon to Thu: 0830-1730
Fri: 0830-1530
SPORTS & FITNESS CENTRE

- Outdoor Weightlifting
**Military Only**
Mon to Fri:
0630-0930
1130-1330
1700-1900
First come, first serve!
- Online Caribbean Sun
Classes with Wendy Brito
Mon: 1800 Zumba ®
Fitness
Tue: 1030 Strong ® Nation
Wed: 1800 Pound ® Fit
Fri: 1800 Strong ® 30’
Fri: 1830 Zumba ® Strong
Available through Zoom
Access Code 672-230-6628

RIS

Mon to Fri: 1030-1800
Fuel Cards, liquors,
tobacco, cosmetics &
accessories
LANGUAGE CENTRE

Mon to Thu: 0830-1600
Online Courses & Private
Tuition
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

Tue to Fri: 1600-1800
Only by Appointment at:
daniel.s.lamorte.naf@mail.mil
or at 065 44 3312
ARTS & CRAFTS

Only by Appointment at:
artsandcraftsshape@gmail.com

OUTDOOR REC. & RENTAL
CENTRE

3 days per week
- Online Yoga Classes with Mon-Wed-Fri: 0900-1400
Limited Equipment Rental
Alice Coming Soon!
Bike Maintenance
FOOD TRUCKS
Only by Appointment at:
3 days per week
outdoor.recreation@
Mon-Tue-Wed: 1700 - 2100
outlook.com or at
Food & Drinks available
065 22 5246

CARREFOUR
Mon to Fri: 0730-1900
Sat: 0730-1730
Sunday: 0900-1300

FLOWER SHOP
Tue to Fri: 1000-1800

INSURANCE MERAINI
Onlybyappointment at:
meraini.shape@portima.be

OPTICAL SHOP
Onlybyappointment at:
065 44 5621

TOTAL FINA
Total Shop & Garage:
Mon to Fri: 0830-1800
AION BANK
Sat: 1000-1500
Mon to Fri: 1000-1400
Appointments not needed Garage Only by appointment
at: autopneu@skynet.be
DRYCLEANING -TONI SHOP
Gas Station: Open 24/7
Mon to Fri: 1100-1800
BEAUTY SHOP BLDG 504
LAUNDRY
Onlybyappointment at:
Open 24/7
065 44 2614
BOOKSHOP BLDG 102
BARBER SHOP BLDG 102
Mon to Fri:
Onlybyappointment at:
0730-1300 / 1400-1600
065 44 5498

DEAR CUSTOMERS, PLEASE NOTE
THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THE
COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES:

TAKE OUT ONLY

SHAPE INN

RENDEZ-VOUS

Mon to Fri: 0730-1400
Sat: 0900-1400
Food & Drinks available
TAKE OUT ONLY

Mon to Thu: 0800-1645
Fri: 0800-1445
LIBRARY

Drop Off Service 24 Hours
Pick-up Service 3 days per week

PIZZA BOWL

Mon-Wed-Fri: 1000-1700
TakeAway & Delivery Services
Only by Appointment at: :
Mon to Wed: 1100-1800
SHAPE InternationalLibrary
Thu & Fri: 1100-1900
*Delivery: SHAPE Only€15 Min.
Bowling is Open!
The following MWB
Activities
& MWB Facilities
Mon to Fri: 1100-1800

WASH YOUR HANDS

USE SOAP

GROUPS & GATHERINGS
ARE NOT PERMITTED

2M

are closed:

SILVER SPOON

Mon to Fri: 0730-1400
Food & Drinks available
TAKE OUT ONLY

-EVENTS CENTRE
-B3’S SPORTS BAR
-SHAPE CLUB
-TRIPS AND TOURS
-SHAPE ALLIANCE AUDITORIUM
-POOL

PHYSICAL DISTANCING

WEAR MASK
IF YOU COULD NOT
MAINTAIN THE 2M DISTANCE

EMERGENCY NUMBER FOR SHAPIANS 065/44 3333
FOR ANY EMERGENCY THROUGHOUT EUROPE 112

PAY USING DIGITAL
PAYMENT METHOD

TIME TO
RENOVATE
YOUR
BEDROOM ?

MATTRESS BED BASE BEDDBOXSPRING BEDDING SOFA BED

Come to visit our shop,
we are just few
meters away!
English speaking staff
VAT exempt for eligible SHAPE members

Les portes de Maisières

SHAPE

800M
Rue Grande 208 (N6) - 7020 Maisières
Open Mo - Sa 10 am - 6:30 pm

